If X and Y are compact Hausdorff spaces and E a uniformly convex Banach space, then the existence of an isomorphism T of C(X, E) onto C(Y, E) with ||Γ|| HΓ^I small implies that X and Y are homeomorphic.
δ(ε) = inf
Recall that E is uniformly convex means that δ(ε) > 0 when 0 < ε < 2. We will frequently use the fact that we always have δ(l) < \.
The uniform convexity of E enters into our proof in a number of ways. First, we rely upon a geometric property of uniformly convex spaces which we establish in Lemma 1. Also E uniformly convex implies that E is reflexive [8, p. 147] , and thus £* has the Radon-Nikodym property [9, p. 218] and the result of [5] applies. We wish to prove the following:
THEOREM. Let X and Y be compact Hausdorff spaces and E a uniformly convex Banach space. If T is an isomorphism of C(X, E) onto C(Y, E) satisfying \\T\\ WT^W < (1 -δ(l))~\ then Xand Yare homeomorphic.
The proof of the theorem will be established via a sequence of lemmas and a proposition. However we first note the following. By replacing T by the isomorphism (1 + εJHΓ^HΓ for a sufficiently small positive number ε, we may suppose, without loss of generality, that T is strictly norm-increasing-i.e., \\TF\\n > (1 + εJIIFII^, for FE C(X, E), and that we have ||Γ|| < (1 -δ(l))"
1 . Fix such an ε, and then fix a positive number P with 1 < P < 1 + ε. We will thus assume, throughout the remainder of this article, that we are dealing with an isomorphism T of C(X, E) onto C(7, E) satisfying \\TF\\,, > PWF^ for F e C(X, E), F Φ 0 and ||Γ|| < (1 -δ(l))-1 . Since here we have E** = E, it follows that C( X, £)** is of the form C{Z, E σ *) for a certain compact Hausdorff space Z. Similarly, C(7, £)** = C(W, E σ *) for that compact Hausdorff space JFwith C(7)** = C(W). We can thus regard P* as a strictly norm-increasing isomorphism of C(Z, E σ .) onto C(W 9 E σ *) satisfying ||Γ**|| < (1 -δ(l))" 1 and WT^F]> P\\F\\ ao for FeC(Z,E a .),FΦ0. Next note that if F* G C(Z, £ σ *)*, then the restriction of F* to C(Z, £) is a continuous linear functional of norm less than or equal to I\F*\\. Thus, by Singer's result, this restriction is given by a regular Borel vector measure «onlto£* with ||«|| < \\F*\\. If z is any point of Z, n can then be uniquely decomposed as« = ψ μ z + m, where μ z denotes the scalar unit point mass at z, ψ G /?*, and m ^ C(Z, £)* with m({ z}) = 0. (Take ψ = w({ z}) and m = n -ψ -μ z .) We then let m denote any normpreserving linear extension of m to an element of C(Z, E σ *)* and set = F* -ψ μ z -in. Then Φ is a continuous linear functional on v Z, E σ *) which vanishes on C(Z, E) and F* = ψ JU Z + m -h Φ. Whenever we write an element F* e C(Z, F,,*)* in this manner, i 7 * = ψ μ z + m + Φ, it will be implicit that ψeF, that m is a fixed HahnBanach extension of the vector measure m determined as above, and consequently that Φ & C(Z, E) ± . A similar convention applies when we write an element G* G C(W, £ σ *)* as G* = ψ μ w + m 4-Φ.
Finally, we let X o denote the set of isolated points of Z. It is known that each point of X o is of the form tx for some x G X, where t is the canonical (nontopological) injection of X into Z, and every such point tx is isolated and both of these norms are less than or equal to 2. Let M be the maximum of these two norms. Then by taking \ λ = 1 and λ 2 = 1 or -1 we can find scalars λ, of modulus one such that Thus letting α y = iVλ ./||^,|| fory = 1,2 we have established (ii) for r = 1. Now assume the lemma is valid for all r with \ < r <k 9 and that we are given elements βj e E 9 1 <j < 2 k+1 , with ||e y || > η for ally. By the inductive hypothesis there exist scalars λ y , 1 <y < 2 k+1 , with |λ y | < 1 for ally such that 
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belong to U and c = (\)(c + d) + (\){c -d).
Since ||c|| = 1, again we must have either ||c -f d\\ > 1 or \\c -d\\ > 1, and both of these norms are < 2. Let M be the maximum of these two norms. Thus taking either λj = λj for ally with 2 k + 1 < j < 2 k+ι , or λ y = -λ y for all suchy, we can find λ y with |λ y | < 1 such that
Let e = (l/Λf 2 )Σf = + 2* +1 λ y e/||e y ||. Now a = (1/Λf)(c + e) and b = (1/M)(c -e) are in U and (1/M)c is the midpoint of the segment joining them. Also \\a -b\\ -2/M. Hence and hence ||ψ|| > P. Conversely, suppose there exists a φ ^ E* with ||ψ|| = 1 such that T***φ μ w has the specified form. Take e ^ E with ||e|| = 1 such that (e,ψ) > P. A computation exactly like that above then gives
and, consequently, ||Γ**(χ {ίJc} e)(w)\\ > P. We now let W x denote the set of all w e W such that for some φ G E* with llψll = 1 there exists a ftt e X o with Γ***φ μ w = ψ JU /JC + m + Φ, where ||ψ|| > P. Then define p: W^ -^ Z o by ρ(w) = tx if w and Dc are related as in the previous sentence.
We first note that p is a well defined map from W λ to X o . For by Lemma 2 we have w e W^ and p(w) = /x if, and only if, for some e ^ E with ||e|| = 1 we have \\T**(χ^t x^ e)(iv)|| > P. Thus if we assume that there exist φ l9 φ 2 G £* with ||φ x || = ||φ 2 || = 1 and Γ***Φ, μ w = ψ, μ /JC| + m f + Φ, for i = 1,2, with ||ψ.|| > P and tx λ Φ tx 29 then for all choices of scalars a i with lα^l < 1 and all e t G £ with ||e;|| = 1, i = 1,2, we would have ll^Xί/jCi) ' e ι We then let Z x denote the set of all z e Z such that for some φG£* with HΦII = 1 there exists an sy e y o with T***' < 1 we must have ||Γ**-1 (G)(^)|| > (P -l)/2. Now pick any element φ w G is* with ||φ w || = 1 such that (έ w , φ w ) = 1. an open set.
MICHAEL CAMBERN
We now show that p" 1 ({ tx}) is a finite set. Suppose that w k9 1 < k < 2\ are elements of p~\{tx}). We have seen that for each k we can find G k e C(W, E σ *) with HGJ^ = 1 and \\T**-\G k )(tx)\\ > (P -l)/2. If we choose the G k to have pairwise disjoint supports, then for all scalars a k9 1 < k < 2\ with |αj < 1, we have HΣf^α^Gy^ < 1. But by Lemma l(ii), we can choose the a k such that (P -1)(1 -8{\))' r Hence ρ~\{ tx}) must be finite as claimed.
Thus for each tx e X Q , p~\{tx}) is a finite open set of points, and thus consists entirely of isolated points. Hence W λ = U ίxGXo p~1({tx}) consists of isolated points and so W λ c Γ o? proving (i). The proof of (ii) is analogous. 1 . It follows that p = /~1°p°.s r isa one-one map of Y onto X. We would like to show that p is a homeomorphism.
To this end again recall that we have sy ^ W γ = YQ and p(sy) = tx if, and only if, for some e e Ewith||e|| = 1 wehave||Γ**(χ {/JC | e)(ίy)|| > P. Since for any e e E with ||e|| = 1 we must have \\T**(χ{ tx y ^)(w)|| > P for some w e W, it now follows that for all e e E with ||e|| = 1 the only candidate for this w is sy. That is, given tx G X O let sy = τ(tx). Then for each e & E with ||e|| = 1 we must have \\T**(χ {ίx} e)( 9θ|| > P an d .sy is the only point of W for which such an inequality holds.
Next note that for e G E, φ G £**, / c G X o and sy G 7 O The Supporting Institutions listed above contribute to the cost of publication of this Journal, but they are not owners or publishers and have no responsibility for its content or policies.
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